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MANASWINI  

DEPARTMENT : CSE CTC : 11 LPA PLACED COMPANY : WILEY M3 

 

Being placed in a company before you graduate should always be the 

main goal of every graduation student. This does not happen if a 

student is not preparing for the day right from the beginning of the 

college. With the right support and training from the college, every 

student will be placed in a company, like I did. St. Peter's Engineering 

College has the best training and placement program that starts 

training the students rigorously from the third year and conducts mock 

exams and feedbacks for the students to improve continuously. This 

training program has enabled me to bag three offers, one of them 

being an offer of 11 LPA from Wiley Edge (previously Wiley Mthree) as 

a Production Support Analyst.  I thank my parents and the college for 

supporting me through this journey.  

 



 

VARUN 

DEPARTMENT : ECE    CTC : 11 LPA      PLACED COMPANY : WILEY M3 

 

The placement in wiley edge is really a dream come true and one of the 

memorable moments of my life. It was possible due to the constant 

encourage and feedback given by placement team, training sessions 

and guidance of the mentors. The training provided by the placement 

team really helped me in nurturing my skills and also maintain the 

confidence throughout the recruitment drive. The internship also 

involved the constant support both from the organization and the 

college. I would like to seek this opportunity to thank my parents, 

placement cell and the college team to provide me such an opportunity 

and discover a new journey ahead with 4 offers choosing wiley for the 

dream role offered by it. 

 

 

 

 



 

VAISHNAVI SINGH 

DEPARTMENT: CSE   CTC : 11 LPA      PLACED COMPANY : WILEY M3 

 

Getting placed in a prestigious company is the first step towards 

launching your career in the right path. The key components to 

achieving the final goal of bagging such offers from reputable 

companies are - constant motivation, proper guidance/ mentorship, 

encouragement and the right mindset. I'm really grateful for the 

management, faculty and especially the Training & Placement 

Department at St. Peter's Engineering College for providing me with all 

these and much more. With the help of top-class trainers covering 

everything from technical concepts to interview tips and tricks, the 

students of SPEC were molded into exceptional professionals equipped 

with latest real-world knowledge which helps them thrive in their 

chosen career. I'm extremely proud to be a part of the SPEC family, who 

have helped me secure my dream job at Wiley Edge and 2 other 

reputable organizations. It was all possible because of their remarkable 



training program, constant support and belief in me. Heartfelt thanks to 

everyone at SPEC!! 

KIRANMAYE  DEPARTMENT : CSE   CTC :  8.00 LPA   PLACED COMPANY : 

INFOSYS XORIENT,  

 

I am kiranmaye of 4th CSE. I take immense pleasure in thanking the 

college management and staff for their efforts and support in helping 

all the students land their dream jobs. I'd specially like to thank our 

training and placements officer Srikanth sir for leaving no stone 

unturned and ensuring each one of us gets placed. Our college 

management and team has collaboratively worked in helping us enrich 

the industry ready skills. They have bridged the gap between us and the 

corporates by conducting numerous training and enlightening sessions. 

These sessions focused in bringing out our best talents in key skills like 

problem solving and logic building. Mock interviews and many other 

sessions have made it a cake walk for us to Crack the interviews of huge 

MNCs. I conclude by once again thanking St. Peter's engineering college 

for standing up to their motto of giving wings to our thoughts and 

dreams. Thank you. 

 



 

KARTHI RAYALA DEPARTMENT: CSE   CTC :  8.5 LPA   PLACED 

COMPANY : HUNDAI MOBIS, INFOSYS, MPHASIS, QUALITY KIOSK  

 

St. Peter's Engineering College, Hyderabad works on the motto "Giving 

Wings to Thoughts"  

  We,students of spec have got a wide range of opportunity throught 

training.We have been exposed to many different Companies and 

proved our selves. 

We have a very good environment and enthusiastic supports I.e.,our 

mentors who being our backbone from starting day of college to till 

date . 

When I was in my 2nd year  , whenever people asked me what's your 

short term goal I use to say them that when I am leaving college I 

should be having 3-4 offers in my hand . And finally that day has cm , 

I've achieved my short term goal by bagging these offers. 



I want to end this talk by saying you that HARDWORK PAYS You OFF AT 

ANY COST SO DONT LOOSE YOUR HOPE  AND KEEP TRYING.UTILISE THE 

TRAINING PROVIDED BY THE COLLEGE BECAUSE U GUYS ARE LUCKY 

THAT YOU STARTED YOUR TRAINiNG IN 3-1 .UTILISE EVERY 

OPPORTUNITY ONE DAY IT WILL KNOCK YOUR DOOR .So guys focus on 

developing the logic and move to any extent to reach that . 

I would like to thank my faculty who are being supportive and 

motivating ne throught out this and thanks to my department head, 

placement Dean , principal and management of St. Peter's  for giving 

wings to our paths . Last but not least I thank my parents and my 

friends for. being with me in this wonderful journey 

GUNAVARDHAN DEPARTMENT: ECE   CTC :  5.5 LPA   PLACED 

COMPANY : PRODAPT, MPHASIS  

 

Very good morning to one and all my name is Gunavardhan KVN from 

final year ECE. I am very thankful for giving me this opportunity to give 

my opinion on the occasion of the placement success meet for the year 

2022. I presently have 2 offer letters in my hand one is from Mphasis of 

3.25 CTC and another from Prodapt Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Of 5.5 CTC.  I 

very much thank full to college management for providing us training 



for the different drives from 3rd and even during lockdown they came 

up with online training and trained us in different sections that required 

us to get placed. In the initial stages, I am able to clear all the exams but 

was not able to grab the job then the support I got from the TPO and 

the college management helped me and motivated me to grab the job 

and achieve my goal. My advice for my juniors is to concentrate on the 

concepts and learn them, be perfect with coding and the logic, utilize 

the training sessions provided by the college. Thank you very much to 

the principal mam Dr. Sreelatha mam, the college management, and 

the TPO for guiding me and helping me to achieve my success. 

 

Duvvarapu Rajitha  DEPARTMENT : EEE   CTC :  4.25 LPA   PLACED 

COMPANY : CAPGEMINI, MPHASIS, QUEST GLOBAL 

                    

 

My placement in campus recruitement: I'm Rajitha of St. Peter's 

Engineering college belonging to 4th EEE, want to convey some 

important tips to get placed in campus drives. 

first and foremost thing is to learn all the technical concepts of your 

particular branch  and  all the circutary branch students should learn 

and practice the technical i.e basic computer languages along with a 



little idea on  trending topics in IT industry. Next, I would say that focus 

on your communication skills  , start communicating with people in 

english it will increase your  confidence levels and also helps in your 

personality development . While attending and interview make sure 

you brush up all the important concepts and dress up in a decent 

manner. Answer the questions posed to you in a confident manner 

without hesitation this will impress the HR in the very first place . if this 

is one side of coin the other side reflects that, do not get discouraged 

by the fact that u dint get placed, do your homework , practice the 

concepts and do not ever loose your hope. Even I dint get placed as 

soon as my placements started I worked on the areas where I lagged 

and motivated myselves to achieve what I targeted. My sincere request 

to all my juniors is to please avail the placement training provided by 

college since its going to help you a lot in your drives as it did to me  

and all the very very best for your upcoming  drives ..... Lastly I would 

like to thank all my professor's for helping me out technically and my 

parents who took care of me and supported me with constant 

motivation. Before concluding I just want to state that " Just fix it in 

your brain and it will automatically do wonders" 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MEDI SAHITYA 

DEPARTMENT : EEE   CTC :  3.75 LPA   PLACED COMPANY : CAPGEMINI, 

MPHASIS 

 

 

My experience in the training sessions and placements which I've learnt 

from the college is that the extra effort we need to place in order to 

acquire a job is taught in training. 

Training gives out the clear outline as to how the outside world 

demands are to be met by us students. 

Both technical and non technical skills.... Like communication skills, 

team leading skills, work life - personal life balancing skills are well 

explained here so that we do not face any issues in coming future. 

I feel lucky to attend the aforementioned training sessions that has 

helped me develop my skills and bring out the best version of myself 



being industry-ready to serve the community and prosper in 

professional aspect of life as well. 


